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Counselor strengths and weaknesses
Taking inventory of your strengths and weaknesses helps you decide the best career path to choose or identify the field most aligned with your interests. Sometimes, such self-reflection assists you with becoming a better partner in a relationship and a coworker in the office. Chuck Williams, author of “Management,” explains identifying weaknesses
may require brutal honesty, but the tradeoff is having a foundation upon which to improve your character. You can conduct this type of personal analysis using several techniques. Choose a reference point by which to assess your strengths and weaknesses. Include categories such as professional/career, health and relationships. Draw a basic T-chart
for each of these categories, delegating the left side to “Strengths” and the right side to “Weaknesses.” Delegate a section to analyzing other people’s impressions of you. Hubert Rampersad, author of “Authentic Personal Branding,” suggests asking yourself how others view your reliability and ability to complete projects on time, and how customers
view your competency. Assess feedback you have received from other areas as a method of input. Consult your performance reviews from work, college coursework grades and feedback from other instructors. Dissect the feedback into positive attributes and negative aspects; then place each trait under its corresponding T-chart. Consult sources
regarding what constitutes a strength and weakness in a given field. For instance, read information on what makes a good spouse, strong worker or capable student. Analyze this criterion and determine which skills you match and what skills need improvement. Read the background of anyone who excels in the field in question. For instance, read
about Warren Buffett if you are analyzing your financial strengths and weaknesses. Or, interview your grandmother who has been married for 50 years for your relationship category. Learn every detail of their success to see if you can hone strengths to replicate this greatness. Get feedback from friends and family members. Find close family
members and friends whose opinion you respect and trust. Show them the list. Ask for honest feedback and tips for improvement with respect to weaknesses. Also ask for any connections or resources that can build upon strengths, such as coursework, lectures and workshops. Tips Keep your list flexible. Move weaknesses to strengths as you
overcome obstacles. View your weaknesses as a chance for growth and a way to exercise your potential. Embrace your weaknesses without shame or judgment. Having an open mindset regarding the areas for improvement increases the likelihood of being honest with yourself. By acknowledging such shortcomings with compassion, you are in a better
position to improve upon these traits. Make the effort to grow your workplace strengths and to turn your weaknesses into strengths. Developing a strong workplace personality with positive characteristics takes time and deliberate effort. Use every opportunity to turn what you do well into something you do better. Use your strengths in the workplace
to help others. If you have a good work ethic or are a good problem solver, for example, show up to work 10 minutes early to help set up the restaurant or office you work in for the day. Stay another 10 minutes after your shift ends (if allowed by company policy) to help a co-worker with some work or a problem he has to solve. To develop your ability
to help others, look for an opportunity to be of service to someone. Ask the person politely if they would like help before you jump in to assist them, however. Do this at least once per shift to get better at it. Jupiterimages/BananaStock/Getty Images Attitude plays an important role in whether we enjoy our jobs or not. It also affects how our co-workers
feel during their work day. It is definitely more pleasant to be around those who are happy than it is to be around those who are constantly negative. If you generally have a good work attitude, share it with others. Smile as often as possible, and spread your good cheer by offering encouraging words. Build a good attitude by avoiding complaining
about things on the job or specific people at work. When you are tempted to do so, keep your mouth closed. When you next open it, make it a point to say something positive, even if it is commenting on the weather in a positive way or asking someone if they have had a good day. Others will appreciate your efforts. Catherine Yeulet/iStock/Getty
Images Good communication is vital in any workplace. Whether you tell an incoming assistant teacher how things went with the preschool classroom you help with in the morning, write an email to your boss about a problem you are facing or communicate orally with a client over the phone about a project your company is doing, communication is an
extremely important part of your success on the job. Develop your ability to communicate by talking more openly with your supervisors about both good and bad things that happen at work, reviewing emails carefully for respectful tone and conciseness before you send them or by taking and delivering accurate messages when you take phone calls for
others at work. Each opportunity to talk with someone at work is a chance to improve your communication skills. imtmphoto/iStock/Getty Images Successful employees look for something to do when there is nothing to do. If you are naturally self-motivated, you would be leading by example, without words but with plenty of action. You are looking for
productive ways to fill empty time at work, perhaps filling out your schedule for the next day or calling customers to see if they need anything. You work to manage your time well and prioritize your tasks according to the most pressing. If you need to develop this skill, start by asking your supervisor if there is anything else you can do when your work
is finished. Look around you to see what tasks need to be completed that have not been done yet. In a perfect world, you would be really good at everything you need to have a successful business and a successful life. Then again, in an ideal world, you'd also have fantastic hair, abs of steel, and a winning lottery ticket in your pocket.Here in this
imperfect world, we all have to face the fact that we're good at some things, just passable at others, and downright lousy at some that are really important. If you're an entrepreneur, this can be frustrating because you want to be good at everything. Worse, you may believe you have to be good at everything because you're the only one who can make
your company a success. Well, guess what? You're not good at everything, and neither is anyone else.So what can you do? Find ways to turn your biggest weaknesses into strengths. Here's how:You can't turn a weakness into a strength if you're busy denying the weakness exists. So your first assignment is to recognize that you have weaknesses and
determine what they are.Take me. I'm not good at confrontation. Or rather, I'm very good at avoiding confrontation. This has sometimes stood me in good stead but others times caused unnecessary trouble. Too many times, I've let a bad situation last way too long because of my reluctance to have an unpleasant encounter. I'm not proud of this, but
admitting it to myself is helpful. It means I can take this tendency into account when making decisions about what to do.About a year ago, I learned that two people I trusted were actively working to undermine me. I felt hurt and betrayed, and while I discussed the matter with them privately, I followed my longstanding--and conflict-avoiding--practice
of keeping the dispute under wraps.But I also asked for advice from a very smart friend who fears unpleasantness much less than I do. She advised me firmly to bring the matter into the open for discussion. Knowing that my reluctance to initiate a confrontation might be working against me, I gave it some thought and then followed her advice.It was
the right decision. Bringing the conflict into the open put an end to the backroom dealings and helped me gain control of the situation. I wish I could have seen that necessity for myself. But knowing I needed guidance and getting it from someone smarter than me worked just as well.Sometimes the best defense against a weakness is to
overcompensate with excellent preparation. For instance, I have a very poor sense of direction and I tend to get lost, even when finding my way would be a simple matter for anyone else. It's an unfortunate weakness for someone who likes to travel as much as I do. So I use technology to save me, with a GPS in my car, another one on my phone, and a
third one on my tablet, where I also download local maps for offline use. In some places, I carry a detailed paper map as well.Similar techniques can apply in other situations. About to negotiate a contract with unfamiliar terms? Read up ahead of time. Need to pitch a customer or investor for the first time? Learn all you can about the person you're
pitching and then practice your pitch a few times on your colleagues or friends.Instead of doing something you're not good at, you're better off hiring someone who can fill in the skills you lack, either as a contractor or full time. Besides compensating for your weakness, this will help you build up an important skill you need--finding employees you can
trust and then trusting them. There's no bigger test of trust than giving someone a task you don't fully understand and then getting out of the way. And no better way to empower the people who work for you.Even though you may never be great at all tasks, some are important enough that it's worth the extra effort to learn more, practice, and achieve
minimal competence. A very smart entrepreneur I once knew headed up an internet company even though he himself had no technology skills. Though he trusted his team, he wanted to learn enough about what they did to be able to tell when they could meet deadlines and when they really couldn't, what was truly possible and what wasn't. As he put
it, he learned "just enough to be scary."That's a smart approach. There are many things we should all be able to do on our own, at least to some degree. That's especially true if you're going to hire and manage people doing those jobs."Aggravation is the mother of invention," an entrepreneur once told me. If not having a skill you need is a problem for
you, you can be sure it's a problem for others as well. Many successful launches come about because the founder needed that product or service him- or herself. So think about ways you can help both yourself and others compensate for your deficiency. Your weakness could wind up leading you to a successful new venture. Last Updated on July 12,
2021 Most people fear a life with regrets—because lost time is lost forever. Learning how to live a full life is no easy task.But life shouldn’t be about trading off important things to achieve another. You can’t achieve true happiness that way.The reality is that different aspects of your life are interlinked and interdependent. Everything influences the
other. For example, a bad relationship is likely to drain your energy and could end up destroying your health, wealth, and happiness.The secret is to not just balance all areas of your life—but to excel in them, too.In this article, I’ll show you exactly how you can do this and how to live a full life as a result.Understanding Life Aspects The first thing you
need to know is that you should always work smarter, not harder.Now, you’ve probably come across this simple piece of advice before, but have you actually put it into action in your life? If not, then don’t worry, as I’m going to explain an easy way for you to achieve this.It’s all to do with two concepts: Life Aspects and Core Skills.I developed these
concepts early in my career, after I burnt myself out through pushing myself more and more—until my mind and body eventually gave up!When my health had been compromised, I lost the energy and motivation to keep going with my career. This also led to a decline in my self-confidence and a drop in my creative abilities. However, it wasn’t all bad
news; I used the downtime as a wake-up call. I realized that anything taken to the extreme is not sustainable and that a happy, healthy, and successful life only comes when all parts of our lives are in balance.This was the impetus for creating Life Aspects: six areas of life that need to be balanced and fulfilled in order for us to function naturally and
optimally.Let’s take a look now at the six Life Aspects. 1. Physical Health Just imagine how much more you could achieve in life if you had tons of drive and energy. Simple things like improving your diet, exercising more, or learning meditation could lead to big gains in your physical and mental health. And this would inevitably lead to gains in ALL
areas of your life. 2. Family and Relationship Fulfillment Our relationships are critical to our success and well-being. Where possible, you should limit the time you spend with negative people and increase the time you spend with creative, enthusiastic, and supportive people. 3. Work and Career Prosperity When you focus on progressing your career,
you’ll have goals to aim for. Furthermore, research has shown that striving towards goals makes people happier. 4. Wealth and Money Satisfaction Despite what you may have heard, money is not the root of all evil. That’s the love of money! Your focus should be on offering a service to the world. If it’s something that people need, then you should
charge fairly for it and enjoy the rewards. 5. Spiritual Wellness While I’m predominantly a logical person, I don’t believe that every decision and action has to be based on facts and figures. Sometimes we need to follow our intuition and our heart. Whether you believe there is a power greater than us or not, spiritual practices such as contemplation,
breathing exercises, and singing can help you to tap into a world beyond logic. 6. Mental Strength It’s easy to spot someone with a weak mind. They have no focus, no discipline, and they lack drive and conviction. On the other hand, someone with a strong mind is easy to spot, too. They will be dynamic, purposeful, and engaging. They’ll also impress
you as someone who can “get things done.”My recommendation is that you take some time to study and think about the six Life Aspects. Look for areas that you should limit and areas that you should expand. Once you’ve successfully balanced the six Life Aspects—you’ll have put “working smarter” into action.Now let’s take a look at the Core Skills
and how you can live a full life by using them. 8 Ways to Transform Your Life There are eight core skills (I call them the Multipliers) that you should strive to develop. On their own they can be effective, but when combined, they’ll create unstoppable momentum in your life.I’ll describe each of these skills now, including examples and tips for each that
will help you to quickly understand the power behind them. 1. Self-Empowerment A person with self-empowerment has sustainable motivation and confidence about what they want to achieve. They are clear about their purpose and know how to stay positive and motivated during adversity or while stretching their comfort zone.Think back to a time
when you set your heart and mind on something. Perhaps it was a new guitar, a new house, or a vacation. But once you had a burning desire for it, you quickly found the necessary motivation, ideas, and energy to achieve what you wanted. 2. Self-Control A person with self-control consistently sets clear goals and plans for themselves and always
follows them through. They also know how to build constructive habits and routines that support their goals. And they create these habits in such a way that makes sure they stick.If you’ve tried to give up alcohol, cigarettes, or junk food, you’ll know just how hard this can be. But the secret to success in these endeavors is to replace a bad habit with a
good one. For instance, instead of ordering your usual glass of wine, you could instead order a fruit juice. Do this often enough (typically for a month or more) and you’ll find that you’ve discarded your old habit and created a new one. 3. Renewable Vitality A person with renewable vitality is physically fit and healthy because they exercise regularly,
eat well, and know how to look after themselves. And they always have enough energy to handle all their daily demands.How are you sleeping? If you’re not sleeping well, it’s important you address this as lack of sleep can quickly lead to negative impacts on all areas of your life. If you need help with this, I recommend you read our article 9 Tips For
Better Sleep. 4. Emotion Mastery A person with emotion mastery can manage and change the way they feel and cope with situations. They are also able to reframe negativity into positive actions.Imagine being told by your boss that your role is no longer needed, and you should pack your things and head out the door. If you weren’t expecting this,
then you’re likely to be shocked, incredulous—and perhaps even angry. These emotions could quickly lead you to lose your self-confidence and optimism. However, if you could “snap out” of your negative emotional state, you could begin to see a way forward. Positive emotions lead to positive actions. In this case, an exciting new job at a dynamic
company could be just the change you needed! 5. Conscious Communication A person with conscious communication understands other people’s ideas and is able to express and deliver their own thoughts and feelings clearly. They are also good at influencing others and find it easy to build reliable and long-term relationships.Have you noticed that
the best managers are also the best listeners? By being great listeners, not only do they show respect to their team members—but they also have the chance to learn from them. Communication is an art that you can learn. Start by mirroring your favorite managers. 6. Smart Focus A person with smart focus gets things done in the most effective and
efficient manner. They take control of their time and energy by always working smart.What’s the first thing you do when you start work at the office? If you’re like most people, you probably log into your computer and start going through all the emails in your inbox. On a good day, this may take you 15 minutes or so, but on a bad day (think Monday!),
you might spend an hour or more going through your emails. A smarter start to your day is to spend 5 or 10 minutes planning out your work. High-priority items should be tackled first, low-priority items last. This will guarantee that the important stuff gets done. 7. Learning and Adaptability A person with learning and adaptability can quickly master
any knowledge and skill. They also respond to change swiftly and never stop growing and moving forward.Leonardo da Vinci once said: “Learning never exhausts the mind.” Wise words indeed. I suggest you make a habit of learning something new every day. This will keep your mind fresh and active and mark you out as a progressive and openminded individual. 8. Constructive Thinking A person with constructive thinking has a clear, uncluttered mind. They also know how to utilize their memory and brain power to solve problems and be creative.To be able to think clearly, you need to take regular breaks from the non-stop onslaught of news, social media, and TV that we all experience
nowadays. Try to find some time every day to have a break from this technology. Perhaps take a walk in your local park or do a 10-minute contemplation session in a quiet area of your home or office. When you have peace and quiet, you’ll be able to tap into your creativity and find solutions to any problems that come your way. Case Study: A Top
Salesperson Who Is Too Busy To Be Fit Eric is a salesperson. He is hard-working, has steady income, and is one of the top salesmen in the company. Having to reach a sales target every month, he often has to work over time. Luckily, he has a supportive family who is very supportive. Eric is a loving father who even though can’t spend a lot of time
with his family, he makes sure all the moments he spends with his family is quality time. So despite a busy schedule, he has fulfilling relationships and a happy family. However, with all the demands in life, he couldn’t find time to stay healthy and he started to gain a lot of weight. He started to feel tired easily, and couldn’t quite catch his breath
playing with his 5-year-old kid.Eric wanted to be healthy again, so that he could manage his life better and most importantly, be able to enjoy his time with his kid more. After all, his kid will only be a kid once. He sought for help from me at Lifehack, and took our Life Assessment. This was his result at that time:After taking the Life Assessment, he
realized how little effort he spent on aspects other than work, especially on health. He wanted to change this over and so he joined our Busy Yet Fit Home Workout Programme. and learned to build up his multipliers (core skills).With the help of my team, Eric first learned how to replan his time and make time for exercising. It wasn’t easy at first, as
he sometimes still fell prey to “being too busy” to exercise. But with time, he was able to make exercising every morning his habit. He would go to sleep early so he could wake up early to do some home workouts before going to work. At the beginning, his wife helped him to prepare for his meals, following the diet rules recommended by the fitness
coach. But a month later, Eric even started to cook on his own and prepare for his own meals. What was even surprising was that his habits slowly influenced his family to build a healthy routine too. I know that now Eric and his family have a very balanced diet, and always do exercise together during their family time.If you also want to find out if
you’re living a full life yet, you can take the Life Assessment here for free now! By concentrating on the development of the six Life Aspects and the eight Multipliers, you can learn how to live a full life and tackle each day with no regrets.Use the six Life Aspects to find balance and harmony in your life, and use the eight Core Skills to create a
powerful physical, mental, and emotional state that will continually drive you forward.Once you do this, you’ll find yourself living a full life with no regrets. More Tips on How to Live a Full LifeFeatured photo credit: Irina Murza via unsplash.com
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